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developers are more productive,  
and data center costs have been 
sharply reduced.
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NAVIS SETS SAIL FOR GREATER PRODUCTIVITY WITH PURE STORAGE SOLUTIONS 

With about 90% of the world’s trade carried by sea, maritime transport is essential to the 
global economy and is by far the most cost-effective way to move most goods and raw 
materials. With such a vital part of global commerce at stake, shippers and carriers alike 
highly value efficiency.

One of the companies increasing efficiency in global maritime transport is Navis LLC. 
Navis provides software to the world’s leading terminal operators and ocean carriers, 
including more than 60% of the world’s major ports. Navis’ flagship product — the N4 
Terminal Operating System — is used to automate equipment operations at a port, track 
the movement of cargo, and manage multiple terminals through a single solution. Navis 
is a subsidiary of Cargotec Corp., a leading provider of cargo and load-handling solutions.

Navis software is used by nearly 350 customers that handle millions of TEUs (20-foot 
equivalent units) of cargo globally.

“We control the movement of a container from the time it enters the front gate of a port 
to the time it goes onto the ship,” said Jim Wild, Manager of R&D Infrastructure for Navis. 
“And after the ship leaves port, we know where every container is and where it’s going. 
If a ship needs repairs, we will attempt to make sure it is serviced at the next port of call 
and that the parts will be there.”

Wild added, “Our goal is to make the process as efficient as possible, from beginning to 
end.” Efficiency in its IT operations is also a goal of Navis. It employs around 600 people, 
roughly two-thirds of them software developers, located mostly in Oakland, California, 
and Chennai, India. Wild heads a four-person team that builds and operates Navis’  
data centers.

When Navis signs up a port as a new customer, its professional services team visits 
the port to understand all aspects of its operations. That understanding helps the 
development team customize the N4 software to meet the unique needs of each 
customer. Because port operations are a 24x7 activity, development and testing of the 
software must be completed off-site.

“We simulate everything in our offices,” Wild noted. “We emulate the customer 
environment, so that we will know exactly how our software will work when it’s installed.”

MAKING STORAGE MORE EFFICIENT 

Data management is a critical concern of Navis’ 20-person IT department, which deals 
with nearly 3,000 databases, mostly Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. “We have 
multiple databases for every customer, and they all have to be kept updated so that our 
emulations are accurate,” Wild observed. Navis’ operations result in some unique data-
management challenges.

Navis uses 100% NVMe all-flash arrays from Pure Storage® to accelerate its software development 
process, bring on new customers more quickly, and sharply lower the burden of storage administration.

“We’re trying to downsize  
our data centers, and  
Pure Storage is a perfect  
way to do it.”
Jim Wild, Manager of R&D Infrastructure
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“I have never been at a company that writes as much data as we do,” said Steve Culy, 
Senior Systems Engineer on the infrastructure team. “Most times, the standard ratio is 
around 80/20 read/write. But we’re more like 40/60 read/write. Our development teams 
— what we call the software factory — pump out huge amounts of data almost constantly. 
They have millions of lines of code that they have to check, and have maybe 30-plus 
compile agents running.”

All this activity places heavy demands on the supporting storage infrastructure, which 
Wild and his team are always trying to make more efficient. Back in 2013, Navis was 
looking to purchase new storage, and evaluated several vendors. One was Pure Storage, 
then a relatively new company. Wild said after evaluating all the competing products and 
visiting the companies that offered them, Navis preferred Pure. “Both the people and 
products were top-notch,” Wild recalled. “Customers were snatching it up and getting 
great results.” But there was a snag: Navis needed identical storage in both the U.S. and 
India, and at that time Pure Storage did not have a distribution and support partner in 
India. So, Navis opted for equipment from EMC.

Five years later, in 2018, the EMC storage was nearing the five-year lifespan that 
Navis keeps hardware on its books, and Wild’s team was looking at the prospect of a 
large-scale forklift upgrade. In addition, the acquisition of EMC by Dell had left Navis 
disappointed by the quality of customer support and the stream of calls from new  
sales reps.

By now, Pure Storage had a sales and support partner in India and thus was able to meet 
Navis’ needs worldwide. Navis didn’t hesitate to return to Pure, even without a proof-of-
concept trial. “After more than 30 years’ experience dealing with storage, I knew what I 
liked, and I wanted Pure,” Culy said. “Pure is the complete package — a reliable, high-
performance product with great support. They deliver on everything.”

Navis installed a FlashArray//M50 in its Sacramento, California, data center in  
mid-2018, and it was later non-disruptively upgraded to a 100% NVMe FlashArray//X50. 
Another //X50 was installed in Chennai in early 2019, and a third is planned for Hamburg, 
Germany. The Pure Evergreen™ Storage business and technology model enabled Navis to 
upgrade to next-generation storage that provided even greater performance and density 
improvements to further accelerate their mission-critical applications. 

INCREASING SOFTWARE PRODUCTIVITY

With its first Pure Storage FlashArray™ in place, Navis was able to compare it to Dell/EMC 
Unity all-flash arrays that had been purchased a couple years before. Culy said he found 
the performance of Pure and Unity similar in terms of IOPS and latency, “but the de-dupe 
and compression are so much better on Pure. For example, I put 500 VMs on Unity and 
only got about 1.2:1 data reduction, whereas the Pure was coming in at about 12:1.  
The Unity was full and the Pure was barely touched.”

Today, Navis is seeing 12.9:1 data reduction of one of its Pure Storage arrays and 13.5:1 
on the other. Together, the Pure arrays consume just 19TB of capacity to store 306TB of 
provisioned data. 

The impact of such high levels of data reduction fall right to the bottom line, Wild noted. 
“It puts money in our pocket.” In the company’s Sacramento data center, he reported,  
“we have two full racks of VNX and Unity. The FlashArray//X50 replaces both racks 
and only takes up 3U. That means huge savings in power, cooling and hosting costs, of 
around $4,000 per month. We’re trying to downsize our data centers, and this is a perfect 
way to do it.” 
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USE CASE:

•	Database – Oracle®,  
Microsoft® SQL Server

•	Virtual Server Infrastructure – 
VMware® vSphere® 

CHALLENGES:

•	 Legacy storage infrastructure was 
difficult to manage and required 
expensive rack space in order to 
expand capacity.

•	 Lean data-center infrastructure  
team wanted to optimize its 
management resources.

IT TRANSFORMATION:

•	 Software developers can run twice  
as many jobs in the same time.

•	High data-reduction rates result in 
smaller storage footprint and lower 
data-center costs.

•	Advanced, proactive Pure1®  
tools minimize the demands of  
storage management.

“Pure Storage has made  
a dramatic impact  
on productivity.”
Jim Wild, Manager of R&D Infrastructure
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Between the move to Pure Storage arrays and replacement of Data Domain with Cohesity 
for backup, “I’ve been able to make plans to give back half of the space we have been 
using in our hosted data center, plus multiple 30amp power connections,” Wild said.  
“It’s phenomenal that we’re able to save that much space.”

The primary impact Navis has seen from the use of Pure Storage arrays is in the software-
development process and in the emulations the company runs to ensure that its software 
will work as desired. “Our DevOps team has been able to double their processing with 
the Pure array,” Wild noted. “They’re running 400 jobs at a time whereas they used to do 
200. What Pure has done with DirectFlash™ technology and NVMe has made a dramatic 
impact on productivity.

“Pure Storage gives us the ability to write more software in less time and add  
features that will benefit our customers and help us capture new market opportunities,” 
he continued.

OPTIMIZING STORAGE MANAGEMENT 

Running multiple diverse workloads on a single array “might cause you to ask if that’s 
possible on other products, but I don’t have to think about it with Pure Storage,” Culy 
said. “With Pure, we just slapped the LUNs into place, fired it up and start moving data 
onto it. It’s very simple.”

With the software development process putting heavy demands on storage, Culy is 
now prepared for whatever may come. “I wouldn’t recommend doing what I do to a  
Pure Storage array to any other storage device I’ve ever worked on. I guarantee it  
would belly up and die. But you just don’t have to worry about Pure. It handles anything 
you give it.”

Praising the ease of management of Pure Storage products, Culy singled out two features 
as particularly valuable. “I have the Pure1® app on my phone, and it allows me to see 
exactly what’s happening with our arrays no matter where I am. Everything I need to 
know is right there.”

He also is an enthusiastic user of the Pure1 VM Analytics feature. “The Pure1 VM Analytics 
tool allows me to look at a VM and see the storage path and know exactly what’s 
happening. It tells you what the host is doing, what the VM is doing, and what the storage 
is doing. I’ve been doing storage for a long time, and this is the coolest thing I’ve  
ever seen.”

Culy cited an example of how he has benefitted from the VM Analytics tool. “We had a 
host that wasn’t performing well, and I didn’t know why. With Pure1 VM Analytics, I was 
able to see in an instant that we had too many VMs going onto one data store and we 
were overloading the host. The problem was so easy to see with the analytics tool.  
So, I built a few more data stores to spread out the load, and the problem was solved.”

Navis has now standardized on Pure Storage as its storage platform, with Cohesity  
as the preferred backup solution. “Between Pure and Cohesity, we have eliminated  
Avamar, Data Domain, Isilon and VNX, plus Oracle ZFS,” Culy noted. “That makes my  
life much easier.”

From the perspective of an experienced data center manager, Culy said the greatest 
impact of having Pure Storage “is the ability to go off and do other things. I don’t have 
to worry about storage any more. We needed a fast, reliable storage solution that was 
simple to implement and maintain. And that’s exactly what we have with Pure.” 
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“Pure Storage VM Analytics  
is the coolest thing I’ve  
ever seen.”

Steve Culy, Senior Systems Engineer
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